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 MERTZON — Cow trails in the Shortgrass County are beginning to take on a wholesome dusty 
flavor. An invigorating cover of loose dirt is starting to rise from the corrals. Once again most of the area is 
returning to its normal dryness. Unless a freak rainy spell develops in the next few weeks, the threats posed 
by the wet winter and spring will be ended. 
 We haven’t had much time to enjoy the climate at the ranch. Even with daylight saving time, we 
are six weeks behind on the regular 90-day lag in our work schedule. At every turn, sub-delays followed by 
ultra-delays have wrecked our planning. A troop of wild Latin cavalrymen could have accomplished more 
than we have. 
 Cow work has been neglected most. Calf marking has been put off half a dozen times. The cows 
have strung out calving until old man Goodnight himself couldn’t figure out when to hold the roundup. 
Every pasture contains cow brutes of all ages, from wobbly-kneed babies to stoutly under-pinned 2000-
pounders. 
 This week we finally got fired up. June as you may know, is a terrible month to mark calves. If the 
hands get careless, a soon-to-be steer can suffer a severe setback. You can’t make any money allowing a 
half-grown animal to kick and buck off 20 pounds in a hot corral. But our flankers had to be constantly 
reminded to be careful. Every time one of those black muley beauties would kick, they’d jump out of the 
way. It’s a wonder one of the bigger calves didn’t kick a hind leg out of joint. 
 Anybody vaguely familiar with the cow business knows that you need to work close the bunch and 
do your best to keep a calf from kicking too hard or too far. Cattle buyers won’t give a dime a pound for a 
cripple, and veterinarians want all kinds of prices for putting a leg back in joint. 
 For all the good my reminders did, I might as well have been arguing with General DeGaulle. The 
boys kept fighting the calves to the ground. You never heard so much cursing and carrying on. If a calf so 
much as brushed one of the waddies’ knee caps, it would set off a howl that could be heard in the next 
pasture. 
 It was an awful sight — the dust boiling and the men chousing the calves as if they didn’t know 
that black cattle are subject to heat prostration. We were fortunate that some of the herd didn’t get seriously 
hurt. As hot as it was, if the wind had ever died we’d have witnessed an epidemic of bovine sunstroke. But 
luck was with us. Not one calf was injured throughout the entire work. One old pony got stove up in the 
rocks, but he’ll go sound in a short time. 
 Getting the calves marked has increased chances of catching up with the general work. I’m 
expecting great gains in the weeks ahead. However, we may lose a little time waiting for the calf tumblers to 
get through moaning and groaning over the bruises and strains they acquired in the marking pen. 
 These modern hands beat anything I ever saw when it comes to looking after their own welfare. 


